Pricelist July 2018
To make things transparent and easy to work with, I’m working with a per track rate for the first 10
tracks.

Per track rates











1 track:
2 tracks:
3 tracks:
4 tracks:
5 tracks:
6 tracks:
7 tracks:
8 tracks:
9 tracks:
10 tracks:

€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€
€

40,80,120,150,180,210,240,270,300,330,-

Additional masters




Alternate radio/instrumental edits € 15,- per version **
Additional MFiT (Mastered For iTunes) or Vinyl master € 15,- per track
Additional master for streaming (spotify, deezer, apple music etc) € 5,- per track

** Alternate versions must be the exact same mix of the original version. All alternate versions
have to be delivered at once; otherwise we will charge € 25,- per extra version.
Important Notice:
Revised mixes that require new mastering settings are charged as a new song, € 40,-.
Modified mixes that use the same settings, will be charged at € 25,-.



Delivery on fully error-checked PMCD + 1 ref CD € 30,- (excl shipping)
Delivery as a DDP with MD5 checksum and free DDP player € 30-

Albums/EP’s with more than 10 tracks
If you have an album or more than 10 tracks to be mastered, please contact us first. We will offer
you a fixed price or price quote based on our hour-rate of € 70,- per hour.

Attended mastering
Attended mastering will be charged per hour starting at a rate of € 70,- per hour. After the first hour
we will charge per 30 minutes.

Stem mastering
Stem mastering will be charged per hour starting at a rate of € 70,- per hour. After the first hour we
will charge per 30 minutes.

Restoration
Restoration will be charged per hour starting at a rate of € 70,- per hour. After the first hour we will
charge per 30 minutes.

Payment
With the use of our online ordering tool you can pay by Paypal, iDeal and Sofort. Other payment
options; Banktransfer, Paypal or cash.

If you are not sure if what you are doing is the right thing, please contact us and me!
With kind regards,

Jeffrey de Gans | Da Goose Mastering

www.dagoosemastering.nl
info@dagoosemastering.nl
+31 6 53998686

